Self-Attestation Form for Item P30
Low employment prospects?

On this date, I, __________________________________________ (Name of Applicant), certify that I have a significant barrier to employment as described below:

(Check all conditions below which apply to you. Additional information explaining why your situation could be considered a significant barrier to potential employment must be included along with the identification of the condition.)

____ I lack a substantial employment history as described below:

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

____ I lack a high school diploma or the equivalent

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

____ I have a disability (Requires additional higher level documentation. See the SCSEP Data Validation Handbook Instructions for element P26)

____ I am homeless (Further information required on the attestation from for element P8)

____ I have other significant barrier(s), as described below:

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

(Signature of Applicant)

(Date)